Diary Of A 6th Grade Ninja 9: The Scavengers Strike Back (a Hilarious Adventure For Children Ages 9-12)
Chase Cooper here, and this is my ninth diary as a 6th grade ninja. The Scavengers are back, and if you’ve followed my story up until now, then you’ll know it’s not all gumdrops and lollipops over here. If it were just The Scavengers, I might’ve been all about the challenge, but this time they’ve brought their leader - an eighth grader named Victor. He’s everything that Wyatt is, only a bajillion times worse. Victor won’t rest until he takes away the most important thing in my life, and guess what? He’s doing a bang up job of it. As if that wasn’t enough, let’s also toss in the fact that my best friends are getting framed for the destruction of the new Buchanan statue! Time’s running out, and now I have to finish what The Scavengers started a couple weeks back, but as cray cray as they are, I’m freaked that this could actually mean the end of my rockin’ ninja lifestyle.

Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja 9: The Scavengers Strike Back is a funny thriller that’s entertaining for children ages 9-12, middle school students, and adults.
see some more ninjas too. Get the book!

Marcus Emerson has done it again! He has made the characters of this short story/book seem so lifelike that I feel as though I could bump into one on the street. So good job in that category. James Buchanan's head going missing is a great new twist! I was pleased and eager to read for the solution. The people who did it though (cough, cough Scavengers) and their constant blaming of other people seem a bit... dunno, evil... A great new addition to a rising series, and a good storyline that is always twisting and changing. Also, thanks for making Naomi a bigger part of this book. I really missed her humor. All in all, great book, and I assure you you will not be bored while reading it. Keep your eyes peeled for no. 10!

I think that this book is the best so far. I like the idea of "Christmas ninjas" as well. The green ninjas seemed like they were working with the red ninjas. This would add an awesome idea to the series. I would also like a new book for the secret agent sixth grader series. Above all, a good book. Thumbs up here! Good job Marcus Emerson! You are awesome.

I love how funny this book is, it's also suspenseful and totally awesome, this book is so good that it gave me the gut feeling, THE GUT FEELING!!!! Only really great books can do that to me, and the gut feeling goes for all of the diary of a 6th grade ninja books, they are truly wondrous.

It's got great story, it's mildly humorous, and the pictures have been majorly improved, but with all the different ninja groups now, the suspense has died down, and ambushes have become a normal thing now, but other than that, this is a great series! Fun read :)

This is a hilarious book with almost all things from the series, (not pirates though) and some new things, Chase learns a lesson, a friendship is repaired, awesome book. I hope there are many more books in this series.

You know, I'm not sure why I'm writing a review for book 9 in a ?-book series. People who've read books 1-8 will probably want to read this one, and people who weren't interested in the other books probably won't be interested in this one. That said, I don't think you have to read any of the previous books to understand this one, so if you want to jump in now this is a good time to do so. Anyway, if you're a fan of Brody Valentine, you might like this; I don't wanna say more for spoilers, but I was so
happy to see him here. This book was a breath of fresh air after the high-stress plots of the last three books. I'm sad that Wyatt seems to have been replaced by the Scavengers, but hey, at least he and Chase are still enemies. It's kinda cute how Chase was all "hey why aren't you talking to me??" and Wyatt's like "I hate you but there's no way I'm letting anyone else destroy you". Also, points for the hilarious James Buchanan statue. And Gidget. I love Gidget. It's so nice to see someone who eats as much as I do and isn't considered dangerously unhealthy. To keep this from being a fully positive review, the one thing I didn't like about this book was the message. It's not preachy, but it just didn't make sense to me. Maybe it's more about Naomi than it is Chase. So. If anyone else read the book and wants to fangirl with me, let me know!

This is my favorite series of books. I know that you will find this story as exciting as I did. P.s. Plzzzzzz write a tenth book. I personally think that it should be called diary of a 6th grade ninja attack of the green ninjas. Thx.
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